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	Living a distracted lifestyle does more than waste our time, it forms our mind, often in ways that are harmful for deep, sustained thought – the kind of thought so important to religious discourse.                                     �										 - Alan Noble – Disruptive Witness
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	Often their Christian faith will not be directly opposed by rival philosophies but more subtly, through what is deemed “forward thinking” according to the myth of progress.  It is not the aggressive atheistic professor…who is most likely to persuade young Christian college students.  It is more likely to be the subtle, yet powerful presence of a community that lives, without question, according to this progressive view of the world.  The reason some kids abandon their faith is not because they go to college but because they stop going to church.                                     �                                                  - Trevin Wax – This Is Our Time
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	The greatest political storm flutters only a fringe �of humanity.  But an ordinary man and an ordinary woman and their ordinary children literally alter �the destiny of nations.�                                    �                                                  - G K Chesterton
	 And I, when I came to you, brothers, did not come proclaiming to you the testimony of God with lofty speech or wisdom. 2 For I decided to know nothing among you except Jesus Christ and him crucified. 3 And I was with you in weakness and in fear and much trembling, 4 and my speech and my message were not in plausible words of wisdom, but in demonstration of the Spirit and of power, 5 so that your faith might not rest in the wisdom of men but in the power of God.�												I Corinthian 2:1-5

